[Detection of residual microscopic disease in melanoma: interest of the sentinel lymph node procedure?].
The prognosis of metastatic melanoma, despite many important and recent progresses, remains poor. The detection of microscopic disease must be a key point in fundamental and clinical research. Current recommendations, with clinical and radiological monitoring, only permit to detect macroscopic relapses. No seric tumor marker is presently sufficiently reproducible and determinant to be used in clinical practice to precociously diagnose a relapse. The sentinel lymph node procedure is currently the only technique largely used to determine microscopic metastasis. This technique allows defining a group of patients with poor prognosis but its therapeutic impact remains discussed. Completion lymph node dissection of the area after positive sentinel lymph node is currently performed but its real benefit to improve overall survival must be proved. Interferon is now the only treatment approved in adjuvant setting, but its interest remains discussed. Therapeutic trials are ongoing to really identify patients who could benefit from adjuvant treatment with interferon. Other trials probably more attractive (anti-CTLA4, BRAF and MEK inhibitors), with molecules recently approved in metastatic phase are also ongoing.